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This invention relates to loading and unloading 

devices used in combination with trucks and docks particularly 

in warehouses and shipping platforms, and in particular an 

insert in the edge of a dock with the inner ends hinged to 

the dock and with means for adjusting the elevation of the 

outer end and also for extending the outer end to meet the 

elevation and position of the end of the floor of a truck. 

The purpose of this invention is to provide means 

for accurately adjusting the outer end of a section of a 

dock or platform to compensate for the elevation and position 

of the floor of a truck to facilitate loading and unloading 

of the truck. 

Various attempts have been made to level up the 

floor or surface of a loading platform to compensate for 

truck floors of different elevations but because the floor 

of the truck is not ah:Jays exactly level and because it is 

difficult to stop the truck with the end of the floor meeting 

the edge of the platform it is difficult to roll hand trucks 

to and from the truck without the loss of considerable time 

in ad justing the blocks and other leveling devices. \lJith 

this thought in mind this invention contemplates a hinge 

section in a platform with the outer end supported by a 

transverse beam actuated by levers controlled by pneumatic 

or hydraulic cylinders and in which the section is formed 

of a plurality of individual elements and also in which the 

elements are telescopically mounted. 

The object of this invention is, therefore, to 

provide means for construct:Lng and mounting a dock board in 

a loading platform or the llke whereby the outer edge of the 

dock board is both vertically and horizontally adjustable. 
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Another object of the invention is to provide an 

improved dock board for loading platforms in which the loading 

surf~ce is formed of a plurality of elements, each of which 

seeks its own level when positioned upon the end of the floor 

of a truck thereby compensating for trucks having uneven floors. 

Another object of the invention is to provide an 

improved dock board for loading platforms that may readily

be installed in docks and platforms now in use. 

A further object of the invention is to provide an 

improved dock board for loading platforms in which the outer 

edge is horizontally and vertically adjustable to compensate 

for truck floors of different elevations andin different 

positions which is of a comparatively simple and economical 

construction. 

With these and other objects and advantages in 

view the invention embodies a dock board formed of a 

plurality of longitudinally disposed channels slidably 

mounted in a frame the inner end of which is hinged to a 

platform with a cover plate bridging the inner ends of the 

channels and with pneumatic cylinders for extending and 

adjusting the elevation of the outer ends of the channels. 

Other features and advantages of the invention will 

appear from the following description taken in connection 

with the drawings wherein: 

Figure 1 is a plan view of the dock board illustrating 

the board positioned in a gap in a platform, the platform 

being indicated in dot apd dash lines. 

Figure 2 is a longitudinal section through the 

platform and p.ock board showing the dock board in the 

retracted position. 
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Figure 2a is a detail illustrating the mounting of 

the inner ends of the channels. 

Figure 2b is a similar detail taken on line 2b-2b of 

figure 2a. 

Figure 3 is a similar section showing the dock board 

elevated and extended. 

Figure 4 is a cross section through the dock board 

taken on line 4-4 of figure 2. 

Figure 5 is a similar section taken on line 5-5 of 

figure 2. 

Figure 6 is a detail showing a section through the 

hinge whereby the cover plate is hinged to a stationary beam 

in the platform. 

Figure 7 is a detail taken on line 7-7 of figure 1 

showing a section through the hinge. 

Figure 8 is a longitudinal section similar to that 

shown in figure 2 taken on line 8-8 of figure 1 illustrating 

the sliding bars at the sides of the dock board. 

Figure 9 is a detail showing a section taken on 

line 9-9 of figure 8 showing the sliding bar at the side 

of the dock board positioned on a channel of the mounting 

frame. 

Figure 10 is a longitudinal section similar to that 

shawn in figure 2 showing a modificatio:p-wherein the dock 

board is formed of a continuous plate with the inner end 

hinged1y mounted in the platform and with the extensible 

means omitted~ said section being taken on line 10-10 of 

figure 11. 

Figure 11 is a plan view of the dock board mounting 

illustrated in figure 10. 
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Referring now to the drawings wherein like reference 

characters denote corresponding parts, the improved dock board 

of this invention includes a plurality of juxta-positioned, 

inverted channels 10, side beams 11 and 12 in which the channels 

arS adapted for slidable movement, as will be shown hereinbelow, 

supporting beams 13 and 14 through which the inner endsof the 

beams 11 and 12 are hinged, a cover plate 15, a transverse 

beam 16, and pneumatic cylinders 17 and 18 by which the positions 

of the elements of the dock board are adjusted. Beam 16 is 

secured at its ends to side beams 11, 12, adjacent the normally 

outer end thereof thereby providing a generally U-shaped frame. 

Each of the chann~ls 10 is provided With flanges 19 

and 20 and the outer ends of the flanges terminate at the 

points 21 with the web extended providing an inclined tongue 22 

that is positioned to rest upon the floor of a truck as 

indicated by the dot and dash'lines 23 in figure 3. The ends 

of the flanges are ,shaped to provide gusset plates 24 for 

reinforcing the tongues 22 •. The inner ends of the flanges 

19 and 20 terminate at the pOints 25 with the webs extended 

20 providing tongues 26, the ends of which extend downwardly 

and inwardly providing L-shaped sections 27 that extend 

through slots 28 in the flange 29 of a supporting H-beam 30, 

as illustrated in figure 2a, thereby providing a hinge joint 
f 

between the channels and H-beam. 

The H-beam 30 is supported between sliding bars 31 

and 32 and the bars 31 and 32 are positioned to slide on the 

upper flanges of channels 33 and 34, respectively. The 

channels 33 and 34:are secured to the inner surfaces of the 

side beams 11 and 12. The side beams 11 and 12 are provided 

30 With downwardly extending flanges 35 and 36 that overlap the 

gap between the upper surface of the board or webs of the 

'channels 10 and the floor of the dock or platform, as 
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illustrated in figure 3 when the dock board is elevated. 

The lower flange 38 of the H-beam 30 issecured to 

channels 39 and 40 of a U-shape frame having a channel 41 at 

the outer end and the pneumatic cylinder 17 is positioned in 

the frame with the outer end 42 of a connecting rod 43 

connected to the frame by a cross bar 44, and with the 

inner end of the cylinder pivotally mounted on a web 45 of 

a mounting beam 46, positioned in the platform, by a bolt 

47 which is extended through lugs 48 and 49, pressure applied 

to the cylinder forces the dock board outwardly as illustrated 

in figure 3 to compensate for the position of the end of a 

truck floor. The cylinder 17 is provided with suitable air 

hose connections 50 and 51 through which pressure may be applied 

to either end of the cylinder. 

The support beam 46 is mounted in the platform and 

a cover plate 15 is hinged to the upper edge thereof by pins 

52 of the cover plate. The pins 52 are 'journaled in bearing 

straps 53 on the edge of the beam 46 and with the plate 15 

mounted in this manner the out-er edge moves upwardly with 

the channels 10 whereby the plate bridges the gap between 

the inner ends of the channels and dock or platform surface. 

The inner ends of the side beams 11 and 12 are 

pivotally mounted in the inner ends of the support beams 13 

and 14 by bolts 54 and 55 wnach connect the ends of the support 
I 

beam 46 to the supporting channels 13 and 14, as shown in figure 7. 

The ends of the support beam 46 are connected to inner channels 

56 and 57 of channels 58 and 59 and flanges 60 and 61 on the 

outer edges of the channels are positioned between the side 

beams 11 and 12 and the support beams 13 and 14. Spacing 

sleeves 62 and 63, positioned on the bolts may be secured to 
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the inner faces of the webs of the beams 11 and 12. 

The outer ends of the channels 10 rest freely 

upon the transverse beam 16 which is supported, as illustrated 

in ftgures 2 and 3, by levers mounted on a shaft 64. The 

shaft 64 is provided with an arm 65 that is connected to a 

socket 66 on the outer end of a connecting rod 67 of the 

cylinder 18 by a bolt 68 and the cylinder is pivotally 

mounted by a bolt 69 between lugs 70 on a channel 71 with 

the bolt extended through a tongue 72 on the end of a cylinder. 

The shaft 64 is journaled in bearings 73, 74 and 75 

on a channel 76 which is held in spaced relation to the 

channel 71 by an angle 77. 

The shaft 64 is provided with upwardly extended 

arms 78 and 79, the arm 78 being connected to a bearing 80 

on the under surface of the beam 16 by links 81 and 82 and 

the arm 79 being connected to a bearing 83 also extended 

from the under surface Of the beam 16 by links 84 and 85. 
/' 

With the parts arranged in this manner an operator 

in a control room may apply fluid under pressure to the inner 

end of the cylinder 18, as illustrated in figure land the 

connecting rod will be forced outwardly elevating the beam 

16 through the levers on the shaft 64 and thereby elevating 

the outer end of the channel 10. At the same time pressure 

may be applied to the cylinder 17 for forcing the channels 

outwardly, as illustrated in figure 3 and when the tongues 

22 on the outer ends of the channels are positioned above 

the floor 23 of a truck body pressure is relieved in the 

cylinder 18 whereby the channels drop downwardly with the 

tongues 22 resting upon the floor surface. By this means 

30 wherein the channels are independently mounted the channels 
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assume position to compensate for uneven floor surfaces. 

The support beams 13 and 14 may be mounted in the 

dock or platform in a suitable manner and as illustrated in 

the drawings the beam 13 is supported by channels 86 and 87 

and the beam 14 by similar channels 88 and 89. 

In the design illustrated in figures 10 and ll

continuous floor board 90 reinforced by eye beams 91 is 

positioned in an opening 92 with frames 93 and 94 at the 

sides and the inper edge of the board 90 is positioned upon 

a rod 95 on a block 96 carried by the inner face of a 

supporting channel 97 that connects the inner ends of the 

members 93 and 94. 

In this design the floor board 90 is provided with 

an extended tongue 98 that is positioned to rest upon the 

floor of a truck, similar to the tongues 22 of the channels 

shown in figures 1, 2 and 3. 

In this design the floor board is elevated by a 

cylinder 99 through levers 100 and 101 on a s.haft 102, the 

10 

shaft being actuated by a connecting rod 103 which is connected 

to the outer end of an arm 104 carried by the shaft by a socket 

105 and a bolt 106. The levers 100 and 101 are pivotally 

connected to the under surface of the floor board 90, the 

lever 100 being connected by links 107 and 108 and the lever 101 

being connected by links 109 and 110. 

The upper ends of the links 107 and 108 are pivotally 

connected to one of the eye 'beams, indicated by the numeral 111 

by a bolt 112 in the bearings 113 and the links 109 and 110 

are pivotally connected to a similar bearing 114 by a bolt 115. 

The shaft 102 is journaled in bearing 116 and 117 on 

beams 118 and 119 of a base structure, the beams being framed 
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between end beams 120 and 121 and the upper beam 93 being 

supported by posts 122 and 12-3 with the beam 94 carried by 

posts 124 and 125. 

The cylinder 99 is pivotally mounted by a bolt 126 

on the bearing member 127 through a tongue 128. 

With the parts arranged in this manner fluid under 

pressure applied to the cylinder 99 forces the connecting 

rod 103 outwardly and thereby elevating the dock board 90 

through the levers and connecting links. In this design 

the floor board is provided with downwardly extending flanges 

129 and 130 at the sides to enclose the openings at the sides 

of the board with the board in the elevated position and 

these flanges and also the corresponding flanges 35 and 36 

prevent the toe of an operator or other object or device 

being caught under the edges of the floor board. 

It will be understood that other modifications 

may be made in the design and arrangement of the parts 

without departing from the spirit of the invention. 
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The embodiments of the invention in which an exclusive 

property or privilege is claimed are defined as follows: 

1. An adjustable dock board comprising a frame 

having a pair of side members and a transverse beam secured 

at its ends to said side members adjacent the outer ends 

thereof, a cross member extending between, and supported by, 

said side members and spaced from said transverse beam, 

roll-over surface-forming means pivoted on said cross member 

and freely supported on said transverse beam, means for 

pivotally mounting said frame adjacent the ends of said 

side members remote from said transverse beam, and elevating 

means engaged to the outer portion of said frame to raise 

said surface-forming means for disposition upon an adjacent 

surface on which said surface-forming means will be supported 

upon subsequent lowering of said transverse beam. 

'2. An adjustable dock board comprising a frame 

having a pair of side members and a transverse beam secured 

at its ends to said side members adjacent one of the ends 

thereof, a cross member extending between, and supported by, 

said side members and spaced inwardly from said transverse 

beam, a plurality of longitudinal sections providing a 

roll-over surface, each of said sections being piveted on 

the cross member and freely supported on the transverse 

beam, means for pivotally mounting said frame adjacent the 

ends of said side members remote from said transverse beam, and 

elevating means engaged to the outer portion of said frame 

to simultaneously swing same and raise the longitudinal 

sections for disposition upon an adjacent surface on which 

said sections will readily adjust to the contour thereof 

upon subsequent lowering of said transverse beam. 

~
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3. An adjustable dock board as described in 

claim 2 wherein the longitudinal sections are juxta-positioned 

and, extend beyong the transverse beam. 

4. An adjustable dock board as descrtbed in 

claim .2 wherein the longitudinal sections are juxta-positioned 

and extend beyond the transverse beam, and the elevating 

means engaged to the outer portion of the frame is fluid 

actuated. 

5. An adjustable dock board comprising a frame 

having a pair of spaced parallel side members and a transverse 

beam rigidly secured at its ends to said side members 

adjacent the outer ends thereof, a 6ross member extending 

between and supported by said side members parallel to, 

and spaced inwardly of, said transverse beam, a plurality 

of independent juxta-positioned, longitudinal sections 

providing a roll-over surface, each of said sections being 

hingedly mounted on their inner ends upon the cross member 

and freely supported upon the transverse beam with the outer 

ends of said sections projecting therebeyond, means for 

pivotally mounting said frame adjacent the inner ends of 

said side members whereby said frame is swingable in a 

vertical plane, and fluid actuated elevating means engaged 

to the outer portion of said frame to simultaneously swing

same and raise the sections for disposition upon an adjacent 

surface on which said sections will readily adjust to the 

contour thereof upon subsequent lowering of said transverse 

beam. 

.6. An adjustable dock board as described in 

claiml wherein the CJ:'oss member is slidably mounted for 

movement longitudinally of said side members .. and means for 
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effecting said movement of said cross member whereby said 

roll-over surface means may be moved ~elatively to said 

transverse beam for accommodation purposes. 

7. An adjustable dock board for disposition 

adjacent to, .or within a pit provided in, a loading platform, 

comprising a frame having spaced side members and an outer 

beam extending transversely therebetween and rigidly secured 

at its ends to said· side members, each side member having a 

trackway provided thereon, an inner beam extending between 

said side members and being slidably mounted on said trackways, 

means for moving said inner beam, roll-over surface forming 

means sWingably engaged to said inner beam and freely 

supported upon said outer beam whereby upon movement of 

said inner beam said roll-over surface-forming means will 

be moved relatively to said outer beam for accommodation 

purposes, and means for raising and lowering said frame • 

. 5. An adjustable dock board for disposition 

adjacent to, or within a pit provided in, a loading platform, 

comprising a frame having spaced side members and an outer 

beam extending transversely therebetween and rigidly secured 

at its ends to said side members, each, of said side members 

having an inwardly presented, longitudinal trackway provided 

thereon, an inner beam extending between said side members 

and bein~/slidably mounted on said trackWays from and away 

from said outer beam, means for moving said inner beam, a 

plurality of longitudinal independent sections providing 

a roll-over surface, each of said sections being hingedly 

engaged at their inner ends to the inner beam and freely 

supported upon said oui;er beam, whereby upon movement of 

said inner beam said sections will be moved relatively to 

said outer beam for ac(~ommodation purposes, and means for 

raising and lowering said frame.11 
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9. An adjustable dock board for disposition 

adjacent to, or within a ~it provided in, a loading platform, 

comprising a frame having spaced side members and an outer 

beam extending transversely therebetween and rigidly secured 

at its ends to said side members, each of said side members 

having an inwardly presented longitudinal trackway provided 

thereon, an inner beam extending between said side members, 

a slide bar secured to said inner beam at each end thereof 

and slidably mounted on said trackways, means for moving said 

slide bars along said trackways, roll-over surface-forming 

means sWingably engaged to said inner beam and freely supported. 

upon said outer beam whereby upon movement of said inner beam 

and slide bars, said roll-over surface-forming means will be 

moved relatively to said outer beam for accommodation purposes, 

and means for raising and lowering said frame. 

10. An adjustable dock board for disposition adjacent 

to, or within a pit provided in, a loading platform, comprising 

a support frame having lateral members, a U-shaped frame having 

side members and an outer beam extending transversely between, 

and rigidly secured at its ends to, said side membera, said 

U-shaped frame being pivotally mounted on the lateral members 

of said support frame adjacent the inner ends of said side 

members, said side members each having inwardly directed flanges 

in their upper portions, a longitudinal member rigidly secured 

to the inner face of each side member and having a flange 

spaced downwardly from the flange of the associated side 

member to define a trackway therebetween, an inner beam 

extending between said side members in spaced parallel 

relation to said outer beam, a slide bar disposed in each 

trackway and engaged to said inner beam at oPPosite ends 

thereof, fluid operated means engaged to said inner beam 
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for effecting movement of said inner beam and slide bars 

along said trackways~ aPlurality of juxta-positioned longitudinal 

sections providing a roll-over surface~ each of said sections 

being engaged at their inner ends to said inner beam and being 

freely supported upon said outer beam~ whereby upon actuation 

of the fluid operated means~ said sections may be moved 

relatively to said outer beam for accommodation purposes. 

11. An adjustable dock board for disposition adjacent 

to~ or within a pit provided in, a loading platform, compr.ising 

a support frame having lateral members, a U-shaped frame having 

side members and an outer beam extending transversely between, 

and rigidly secured at its ends to, said side members, said 

U-shaped frame being pivotally mounted on the lateral members 

of said support frame adjacent the inner ends of said side 

members, said side members each having a longitudinal trackway 

provided thereon, an inner beam extending between said side 

members in spaced parallel relation to said outer beam, a 

slide bar disposed in each trackway and engaged to said inner 

beam at opposite ends thereof, fluid operated means engaged 

to said inner beam for effecting movement of said inner beam 

and slide bars along said trackways, a plurality of juxta

positioned longitudinal sections providing a roll-over surface, 

each of said sections being engaged at their inner ends to 

said inner beam and being freely supported upon said outer 

beam, whereby upon actuation of the fluid operated means, 

said sections may be moved relatively to said outer beam 

for accommodation purposes. 

12. An adjustable dock board for disposition 
~ 

adjacent to, or within a pit provided ~n, a loading platform 

comprising, a frame having spaced side members~ an outer beam 

extending transversely· between, and rigidly secured at its 

/
. ~ 

-~ 
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ends to said side members, an inner transverse beam extending 

between said side members, roll-over surface-forming means 

pivotally engaged at one end to said inner beam and freely 

supported upon said outer beam, means for pivotally mounting 

said frame adjacent the inner ends of said side members for 

vertical swingable movement of said -frame, said side members 

being each provided with a longitudinal trackway, said inner 

beam being mounted for slidable movement along said Urackways, 

first driving means operably engaged to said outer beam for 

elevating same to simultaneously swing said frame and liftingly 

raise said roll-over surface-forming means for dispositioj:Y

upon an adjacent surface, whereby upon subsequent lowering 

of said outer beam the surface-forming means will be supported 

upon said adjacent surface, and second driving means for 

moving 'said inner beam along said trackways whereby said 

surface-forming means may be moved relatively to said frame 

extensibly or retractably for accommodation purposes. 

13. An adjustable dock board as described in 

claim 12 wherein a plurality of longitudinal sections provide 

a roll-over surface, said sections being pivotally engaged 

at their inner ends to said inner beam and freely' supported 

upon said outer beam and projecting therebeyond. 

14. An adjustable dock board as described in 

claim 12 wherein a slide bar is engaged to said inner beam 

at each end thereof, said slide bars being slidably mounted 

in said trackWays, and said first and second driving means 

are fluid actuated. 

15. An adjustable dock board for disposition 

adjacent to, or within a pit provided in, a loading platform,

comprising a support frame having lateral members, aU-shaped 

frame having side members and an outer beam extending 

If 
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transversely between~ and rigidly secured at its ends to, 

said side members, said U-shaped frame being pivotally mounted 

on the lateral members of said support frame adjacent the 

inner ends of said side members, said side members each 

having a longitudinal trackway provided thereon, an inner 

beam extending between said side members in spaced parallel 

relation to said outer beam and being slidably mounted on 

said trackways toward and away from said outer beam, a 

plurality of juxta-positioned independent longitudinal 
. 

sections providing a roll-over surface~ each of said s~ctions 

being hingedly engaged at their inner ends to said inner 

beam and being freely supported upon said outer beam and 

projecting therebeyond, a cover plate hinged to the frame 

adjacent its inner end for extension over the inner ends of 

the sections to bridge the space between the ends of said 

sections and the inner end of said frame, a first fluid 

cylinder mounted in the lower portion of the s,upport frame, 

link means connecting said first cylinder to the outer beam 

whereby upon application of fluid under pressure to said 

first cylinder actuation of the link means will be effected 

for raising said outer beam to liftingly elevate the outer 

ends of the longitudinal sections for disposition upon an 

adjacent surface, and a second fluid cylinder having a 

connecting rod and being pivotally mounted in the inner end 

portion of the support frame, means for connecting the connecting 

rod of said second fluid cylinder, to said inner beam whereby 

upon application of fluid under p:ress1.;1re to said second 

fluid cylinder~ the in:ner beam will be moved along said 

trackways with said lo:ngitudinal sections being moved 

relatively to said outer beam for accommodation purposes. 

16. An adjustable dock board as described in 

claim 15 wherein the side members of the U-shaped frame 
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have depending flanges providing toe-plates, ~d a slide 

bar is secured to said inner beam at each end thereof, 

said slide bars being supported upon said trackways, and 

the outer ends of said longitudinal sections are downwardly 

inclined in the provision of tongues. 

/j 
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17. A platform dev1ce compr1s1ng a floor 

adjustable upwardly and downwardly to d1fferent 1nc11n

at10ns both above and below the hor1zontal and also 

adjustable endw1se to a retracted or extended position 

at anyone of sa1d 1nc11nat10ns~ a floor support1ng 

frame p1voted at one' end to sw1ng about a substantially 

horizontal fiXed ax1s~ an 1nd1v1dual power un1t connected 

to said supporting trame and operable at will to set it 

at any desired 1'1001' inc11nation~ a carriage s11dably 

mounted in the p1voted supporting trame and connected 

to the 1'1001' for adjust1ng the 1'1001' 1n 1ts own plane 

towards and trom the t1xed axis of the supporting trame, 

and a second power un1t connected to said carr1age and 

operable at will to set it in any desired 1'1001' retracted: 

or tloor extended position~ wherein" theplattorm is made 

up 01' a ser1es 01' separate slats extending long1tudinally 

thereot, sa1d slats being pivoted individually at their 

inner ends to the adjusting carriage tor independent 

upward movement with reference thereto, allot sa1d slats 

hav1ng a substant1ally hor1zontal p1votal ax1s extending 

parallel to the tiXed axis 01' the pivoted support1ng 

frame. 

Marsden & Bromley, 
C.P.R. Building, 
Toronto, Ontario. 

Patent Agents of 
the Applicants. 
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